Do mechanical forces contribute to nanoscale membrane organisation in T cells?
Mechanotransduction describes how a cell senses and interacts with its environment. The concept originated in adhesion biology where adhesion receptors, integrins, facilitate force transmission between the extracellular matrix and the intracellular actin cytoskeleton. Indeed, during any adhesive contacts, cells do exert mechanical force. Hence, the probing of the local environment by cells results in mechanical cues that contribute to cellular functions and cell fate decisions such as migration, proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis. On the molecular level, mechanical forces can rearrange proteins laterally within the membrane, regulate their activity by inducing conformational changes and probe the mechanical properties and bond strength of receptor-ligands. From this point of view, it appears surprising that molecular forces have been largely overlooked in membrane organisation and ligand discrimination processes in lymphocytes. During T cell activation, the T cell receptor recognises and distinguishes antigenic from benign endogenous peptides to initiate the reorganisation of membrane proteins into signalling clusters within the immunological synapse. In this review, we asked whether characteristics of fibroblast force sensing could be applied to immune cell antigen recognition and signalling, and outline state-of-the-art experimental strategies for studying forces in the context of membrane organisation. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Nanoscale membrane orgainisation and signalling.